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Data is our planet’s next 

great natural resource. 

By applying advanced 

analytics and efficient cloud 

infrastructures — shaped 

by deep scientific research, 

technology development and 

global business expertise — 

IBM is tapping that resource 

to extend our company’s 

five decades of leadership in 

environmental sustainability 

for our clients, our company 

and the world.

Data is our planet’s next great natural resource. By applying advanced analytics and efficient 
cloud infrastructures — shaped by deep scientific research, technology development and global 
business expertise — IBM is tapping that resource to extend our company’s five decades of 
leadership in environmental sustainability for our clients, our company and the world. 

Let me cite just three examples: 

◗◗ Smarter Infrastructure

Cloud computing — the delivery of IT and business processes as digital services — is transforming 
the information technology infrastructure of the world and the business models of its enterprises 
and institutions. It is also saving energy. IBM’s cloud infrastructure solutions have helped our 
clients increase their processing capability by 20 times and improve productivity by 30 percent 
while increasing energy efficiency and lowering energy costs. Similarly, our broad data center 
portfolio uses IBM’s virtualization software and analytics-based thermal management to minimize 
the energy required to deliver a complex enterprise workload. 

◗◗ Smarter Wind

A major challenge to the growth of renewable power is its inherently variable supply. IBM’s 
advanced power and weather modeling technology helps utilities overcome this challenge. For 
example, Hybrid Renewable Energy Forecasting (HyRef) uses weather modeling, cloud imaging 
and sky-facing cameras to track cloud movement while sensors on wind turbines monitor wind 
speed, temperature and direction. Using analytics and modeling, HyRef predicts the performance 
of each turbine and estimates its amount of generated renewable energy. This knowledge enables 
utilities to manage the variability of wind and solar power and more accurately forecast the 
amount of energy that can be directed to the power grid — thus increasing the amount of 
renewable energy provided through the grid. 

◗◗ Smarter Water 

IBM’s Smarter Water solutions are helping regions around the world that lack clean water — 
as well as populations threatened by too much water. For instance, 55 percent of the Dutch 
population is located in areas prone to flooding. Partnering with Delft University, Deltares 
Science Institute, HydroLogic Research and Dutch water authorities, IBM is applying big data 
analytics and weather modeling to analyze meteorological conditions, tides and levee integrity to 
transform flood control. This early flood warning system can reduce the cost of managing water 
by up to 15 percent. 

To achieve a sustainable planet, we must build a smarter one. These examples are just a few of the 
many ways IBM is helping enterprises, governments and communities do so. 
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